INVITATION TO THE 1st EXCOVER CAFÉ

Participatory mapping of heritage to identify potential tourist attractions

You’re invited to join us on the informal, chat-based EXCOVER World Café on Wednesday, June 24th, 2020 at 15:00.

This will be the first of a series of online Cafés focusing on issues connected with tourism, culture, engagement, and others related to EXCOVER.

World Cafés will last max up to 1.5 hours, from 15:00 to 16:30 Central European Time.

These World Cafés are produced entirely on a volunteer basis and are open to whoever wishes to participate, not limited to the EXCOVER project partners. Your dissemination and invitations to others are warmly invited.

Events are hosted on the Zoom platform by Gilberto Zangari.

Interested? Apply here and have your say

bit.ly/excover1
PASSWORD: EXC1

Upcoming topics for the 2nd, 3rd and 4th Excover Café

Reserve your spot and apply for participation to each upcoming Excover Café using the QR code or visit www.italy-croatia.eu/excover.

- **July 8th, 2020**
  Inland and unknown areas becoming coronavirus free tourist destinations
  APPLY HERE
  bit.ly/excover2
  PASSWORD: EXC2

- **July 22nd, 2020**
  How to use innovative digital tools to involve actively citizens and tourists in the collection of information
  APPLY HERE
  bit.ly/excover3
  PASSWORD: EXC3

- **September 9th, 2020**
  Content Management System (CMS) as dynamic database for storage of data collected during a tourism product development process
  APPLY HERE
  bit.ly/excover4
  PASSWORD: EXC4